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Determining HIV Drug Resistance

Medical Care Criteria Committee, June 2016

☐ RECOMMENDATIONS: DETERMINING HIV DRUG RESISTANCE

- Clinicians should consult with an expert to interpret the results of resistance assays because such results are often complex. (A3)
  - The NYSDOH AIDS Institute’s Clinical Education Initiative line is available for phone consultation: 866-637-2342.
- When determining the optimal regimen for achieving viral suppression, clinicians should perform genotypic resistance testing that includes the protease (A2), reverse transcriptase (A2), and integrase genes (B2) at baseline, whether ART is being initiated or not.
  - In patients experiencing treatment failure [a] or incomplete viral suppression; such testing should be performed while patients are still on therapy, but no later than 4 weeks after stopping ART, given the rapid return of wild-type virus. (A2)
  - Perform co-receptor tropism testing prior to initiation of a CCR5 antagonist. (A1)
  - If fusion inhibitor resistance is suspected, that test should be obtained as a supplement to the other genotypic resistance tests. (A2)

Note:
- Virologic failure is defined as >200 copies/mL. See the NYSDOH AI guideline: Virologic and Immunologic Monitoring

The interpretation of HIV resistance assays is one of the most challenging tasks clinicians encounter when caring for patients with HIV and is crucial for tailoring an effective therapeutic ART regimen. The replicative mechanisms of HIV lack proof-reading capacity, making them error-prone and subject to cumulative mutations (i.e., changes in its genetic sequence). This lack of replicative fidelity, coupled with the selective pressure of sub-therapeutic drug levels, can lead to the development of clinically significant (i.e., resistance-bearing) mutations.

→ KEY POINT

- Resistance testing is recommended when patients are interrupting incompletely suppressive ART. Because of the rapid return of wild-type virus without selective pressure from ART [Devereux, et al. 1999], testing is preferred before cessation of treatment. In cases where the patient has already stopped therapy, testing should be performed as soon as practical and no more than 4 weeks after cessation, before the return of wild-type virus. Mutations detected in this setting may provide useful information, but the absence of mutations does not rule out their presence in minor variants.

The most commonly used ART drugs are targeted to inhibit the activity of three specific viral enzymes: the protease, reverse transcriptase (RT), and integrase. Mutations have been identified that interfere with the ability of one or more ART agents to inhibit viral protein activity, thus rendering the virus resistant to the drug(s). HIV resistance mutations and mechanisms for less commonly used ART drugs that target fusion and viral entry have also been identified.

New resistance mutations and the emerging clinical significance of these mutations frequently change. Several resources are available for more information on drug resistance mutations and resistance testing, including:
Genotypic and Phenotypic Resistance Assays
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Genotyping

Genotypic resistance assays detect mutations known to be associated with therapeutic failure by directly sequencing the genomic coding region of the protein inhibited by the ART drug. The genomic mutations, which may include substitutions, insertions, or deletions in the viral protein's coding region, are then compared with the known mutation(s) associated with the ART agent(s) clinical resistance profile.

Direct sequencing-based methods have been approved by the FDA, but the ViroSeq HIV-1 Genotyping System (Abbott Laboratories) is the only FDA-approved assay currently available. In addition, laboratory-developed (“in-house”) genotyping assays are available through several commercial laboratories (e.g., GenoSure MG, Monogram/LabCorp). Advances in genotyping assays continue to evolve. Testing for resistance to integrase strand transfer inhibitors and fusion inhibitors is now available and should be considered when resistance to these classes of drugs is a concern, such as when transmission of resistant virus is suspected or when a patient fails a regimen that includes one of these drugs.

In the RNA-based genotyping assays, the HIV-1 RNA is isolated from a plasma specimen and reverse-transcribed to produce complementary DNA (cDNA). Specific regions of the HIV genome are amplified by PCR and sequenced. This sequence is then compared with that of a drug-sensitive (“wild-type”) strain of HIV, and differences (mutations) present in the specimen sequence are noted. Computer software is generally used to perform this comparison and to predict whether resistance to specific drugs is likely to result from the particular combination of mutations detected in the virus. For most genotypic assays, this prediction is based on a set of rules derived from clinical observations, laboratory studies, and the advice of experts in the field. The actual prediction of resistance may vary from laboratory to laboratory for some combinations of mutations, depending on the interpretation algorithm used to define the rules.

Currently available RNA genotypic assays require a minimum viral load in the range of 500 to 2,000 copies/mL, depending on the assay, and generally require 2 weeks or less for results. DNA-based genotypic assays [White, et al. 2013] are becoming commercially available, such as the GenoSure Archive (Monogram/LabCorp). These assays use next-generation sequencing technology and are designed to overcome the limitations that commonly used RNA genotypic assays encounter in the presence of low-level viremia. In traditional genotypic assays, identification of resistance mutations is
often not possible when viral load levels are below the lower limit of detection of a given assay; the lower limit may range from 500 to 1,000 copies/mL across available assays.

In DNA-based genotypic assays, integrated proviral DNA is extracted from HIV-infected cells, rather than from the circulating HIV in the plasma. Once the proviral HIV cell-associated DNA is extracted, the DNA is PCR-amplified, sequenced, and analyzed in analogous fashion to the older genotype RNA methodologies. The coding sequences for reverse transcriptase-, protease-, and integrase-targeted inhibitors are matched, as with the RNA-resistance genotype assays, with known resistance-associated mutations. The results are usually reported as “sensitive,” “resistant,” or “resistance possible” for a given ART agent. Although the clinical efficacy of the DNA-based genotype assays has not been fully validated, this technology can provide information on “archived,” or noncirculating, viral resistance. It should not be assumed that all previous mutations will be detected. Although concordance across various studies using in-house, laboratory-developed tests was relatively high, the peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC)-derived DNA assays often did not detect known previous mutations that had been documented with plasma-based RNA tests [Banks, et al. 2012; Delaegerre, et al. 2012; Lubke, et al. 2015]; the results could vary by class, with the manufacturer’s own study showing lower concordance for protease mutations relative to those of reverse transcriptase in patients whose current viral load was undetectable [Toma, et al. 2015]. However, testing of archived proviral DNA may provide useful additional information when making decisions about switching ART regimens for those who are virologically suppressed or those with repeated low-level viremia, especially when historical data are unavailable [Booth, et al. 2014]. The commercial assay has not been validated for patients with viral loads >500 copies/mL, although some studies are investigating the assay’s performance at higher viral loads, when wild-type virus may have replaced drug-resistant variants typically detected by RNA-based assays [Derache, et al. 2015]. The results obtained from archived proviral DNA testing should be used to supplement all other available information regarding treatment and resistance history.

Neither the RNA- nor DNA-based resistance assays can detect mutations associated with currently available HIV entry inhibitors (see below).

An older, algorithmic resistance profile based on genomic sequencing “virtual phenotype” (VIRCO, vircoTYPE) ceased to be clinically available in the United States as of December 2013. It compared the results of a patient’s genotype and predicted potential drug sensitivities by comparing a patient’s genotypic mutational profile with a database of laboratory and genotypic (sequence) and phenotypic (drug sensitivity) data and samples.

**Phenotyping**

Although still available, phenotypic assays generally do not add to the information provided by currently used genotypic assays. A phenotypic assay provides a direct measure of drug resistance and is analogous to antibiotic-susceptibility testing of bacteria. The currently available phenotypic assays use recombinant DNA methods to measure the ability of a patient’s virus to grow in the presence of a drug. Therefore, results from a phenotypic test include the net effect of any and all resistance mutations.

In the phenotypic assay, HIV RNA is isolated from plasma and converted into cDNA, and the relevant region is amplified by PCR. This amplified material is inserted into a recombinant virus system whereby the susceptibility to different drugs can be tested. The result from the phenotypic assay is a value that defines the concentration of the drug required to reduce growth of the virus by 50% (IC50). The IC50 of the patient’s virus is compared with the IC50 of a drug-sensitive (wild-type) reference virus, and the fold change is defined. If the IC50 of a person’s virus is greater than that of the reference virus for a particular drug, then the person’s virus has decreased sensitivity to the drug. The relative fold change helps determine whether the drug should still be included in the ART regimen or whether it should be removed entirely. Monogram Biosciences offers phenotypic resistance testing through clinical laboratories with the PhenoSense assay. Phenotypic assays have a minimum viral load requirement of 500 to 1,000 copies/mL and generally require 3 to 5 weeks for results. Phenotypic assays are more technically complex, labor-intensive, and expensive than genotypic assays.

**Technical Limitations of Genotypic and Phenotypic Assays**

In addition to the minimum viral load requirements needed for amplification (generally at least 500 to 1,000 copies/mL) in genotypic or phenotypic RNA-based resistance assays, all resistance assays, including the DNA-based genotype, are limited by sampling bias. Acute infection is often established by a single progenitor virion [Cohen, et al. 2011], whereas in established HIV infection, HIV exists as a virus population comprising multiple genomic variants (see the NYSDOH AI guideline **Diagnosis and Management of Acute HIV**). Genotypic and phenotypic resistance assays are each more likely to detect the common viral variants and fail to identify the minor variants. Similarly, standard genotypic and phenotypic resistance testing performed on plasma specimens will not detect noncirculating, or archived, resistant virus.
(i.e., virus resistant to ART agents from previous regimens). If therapy is stopped altogether, the selective pressure from the ART agents suppressing the noncirculating virus is removed and a pan-sensitive or wild-type HIV population over time will begin to resurface and dominate the circulating virus population. When this occurs, the RNA-based genotypic and phenotypic resistance assays may fail to detect the ART-resistant virus, despite being present either as archived virus or at low levels. Although a DNA-based assay may have utility in these circumstances, clinical data are insufficient to recommend for or against its use in the patient care setting. For these reasons, all copies of the patient’s previous genotype and/or phenotype resistance testing, along with the ART medication history, should be retained, and the information should be combined and used in constructing a subsequent ART regimen. Once resistance develops, it can be expected to persist indefinitely to that specific drug in archived form.

Another, more subtle, limitation is related to the level at which a virus is sensitive to a given ART agent. This “cutoff” may vary across assays, even when the same viral sample is used. Consultation with an experienced provider for interpretation of results is crucial.

**Replicative Capacity**

Replicative capacity information may be provided as an adjunct to phenotypic or combination genotypic-phenotypic resistance assays. The relative replicative capacity of the virus from the patient is calculated as the ratio of the patient-derived sequences to wild-type sequences. A ratio of less than 1 reflects a reduced replicative capacity as compared with that of the wild-type control. The full clinical value of this adjunctive information remains under investigation, and it has no clear clinical value at this time.

**Co-Receptor Tropism Assay**

*Medical Care Criteria Committee, June 2016*

Co-receptor tropism analysis determines which cellular co-receptor (CCR5 or CXCR4) is used by the HIV-infected individual’s dominant viral population to gain access to host cells. The majority of acutely or recently infected individuals, including perinatally infected children, have a CCR5-tropic virus.

Because CCR5-tropic virus predominates early in HIV infection, whereas CXCR4-tropic virus is often present in late-stage disease, the CCR5 variant may be preferentially transmitted compared with CXCR4 variants. In patients with chronic HIV infection, a population of mixed CCR5- and CXCR4-tropic viruses, as well as dual-tropic viruses, may also be detected. The tropism of these viral populations is often referred to as dual/mixed or D/M HIV.

In the United States, most co-receptor tropism testing involves phenotypic assays. However, genotypic assays, which predict tropism based on algorithmic analysis of viral V3 sequencing binding site [Vandekerckhove, et al. 2009; McGovern, et al. 2010], are also available.

Although phenotypic testing can determine a viral population containing both tropisms, it is not sufficiently sensitive to differentiate between mixed and dual tropism. The Trofile (Monogram Biosciences) co-receptor tropism assay is an RNA-based test that permits phenotypic identification of CCR5, CXCR4 co-receptor, or dual/mixed-tropic (CXCR4/CCR5-utilizing) HIV-1 and should be used prior to the initiation of a receptor antagonist.

Another commercially available recombinant phenotypic assay for assessing HIV chemokine co-receptor tropism is the Phenoscript assay (Eurofins VIRalliance). In this assay, a 900-bp portion containing the patient’s V1-V3 envelope virus is amplified and inserted into a HIV-1 vector lacking the corresponding V1-V3 section. The fully complemented HIV-1 is then able to produce virus that can be used to infect cell lines with either CCR5 or CXCR4 on their surfaces with a colorimetric readout. The results are reported in a similar manner as the Trofile (i.e., CCR5-trophic, CXCR4-trophic, or dual/mixed tropic). This assay has not been validated in a clinical trial setting or against the Trofile assay.

Two DNA-based tropism assays are also available. The HIV-1 Coreceptor Tropism, Proviral DNA (Quest Diagnostics) uses population sequencing of the HIV envelope V3 loop to detect the presence of CXCR4-tropic HIV-1 [Baumann, et al. 2009]. The Trofile DNA (Monogram Biosciences) uses the complete gp160 coding region to distinguish whether the HIV-1 population uses CCR5, CXCR4, or both (i.e., dual/mixed tropism) to gain entry into the cell. Unlike HIV-1 RNA-based assays, both the Trofile DNA and HIV-1 Coreceptor Tropism can detect virus in the setting of undetectable HIV-1 viral load levels and should be used when HIV RNA is beneath the lower limit recommended for RNA-based tropism assays (<1,000 copies/mL).
Resistance to the class of CCR5 co-receptor antagonists develops by two unrelated mechanisms. First, the patient’s viral population shifts its co-receptor usage (i.e., uses CXCR4 exclusively or uses both CCR5 and CXCR4 receptors to gain entry into the cell). The current assays are not sufficiently sensitive to discriminate between mixed- or dual-tropic populations. The second method by which resistance to a CCR5 receptor antagonist may develop is by the virus mutating and binding to the CCR5 receptor with the drug antagonist still in place. This second method can be discerned by a flattening of the IC90 curves in a phenotypic assay or potentially by genotypic analysis. Analysis by phenotypic assay is the preferred method for this purpose because genotypic data are more complex.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All RECOMMENDATIONS: HIV RESISTANCE ASSAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Clinicians should consult with an expert to interpret the results of resistance assays because such results are often complex. (A3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The NYSDOH AIDS Institute’s Clinical Education Initiative line is available for phone consultation: 866-637-2342.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• When determining the optimal regimen for achieving viral suppression, clinicians should perform genotypic resistance testing that includes the protease (A2), reverse transcriptase (A2), and integrase genes (B2) at baseline, whether or not ART is being initiated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- In patients experiencing treatment failure [a] or incomplete viral suppression; such testing should be performed while patients are still on therapy, but no later than 4 weeks after stopping ART, given the rapid return of wild-type virus. (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Perform co-receptor tropism testing prior to initiation of a CCRS antagonist. (A1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- If fusion inhibitor resistance is suspected, that test should be obtained as a supplement to the other genotypic resistance tests. (A2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:

a. Virologic failure is defined as >200 copies/mL. See the NYSDOH AI guideline: Virologic and Immunologic Monitoring